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A B S T R A C T

Manipulation of magnetic domain walls in nanostructures can be used to improve the capabilities of the next
generation of memory and sensing devices. Materials of interest for such devices include heterostructures of
ultrathin ferromagnets sandwiched between a heavy metal and an oxide, where spin–orbit coupling and broken
inversion symmetry give rise to the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI), stabilizing chiral domain walls.
The efficiency of the motion of these chiral domain walls may be controlled using in-plane magnetic fields. This
property has been used both for measurement of DMI strength, and for improved performance in applications.
While micromagnetic simulations are able to accurately predict domain wall motion under in-plane fields in
these materials, collective coordinate models such as the −q ϕ and − −q ϕ χ models fail to reproduce the micro-
magnetic results. In this theoretical work, we present a set of extended collective coordinate models including
canting in the domains, which better reproduce micromagnetic results, and improve our understanding of the
effect of in-plane fields on magnetic domain walls. These models are used in conjunction with micromagnetic
simulations to develop simpler descriptions of DW motion under specific conditions. Our new models and results
help in the development of future domain wall based devices based on perpendicularly magnetized materials.

1. Introduction

Manipulating magnetic domain walls (DWs) within nanostructures
has been linked with the development of spintronic logic [1,2], memory
[3–6] and sensing [7] devices. The next generation of magnetic memory
and storage devices could rely on DWs moving along magnetic tracks or
wires, with different principles for such devices being explored to
achieve mass storage without the need for mechanical moving parts
[4,5]. Simulation capabilities are key to better understand the under-
lying processes in these systems, and to assess different design concepts.
The main computational framework to analyze these ferromagnetic
systems is based on the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation which is
applicable to a wide range of problems in magnetism, including DW
motion. However, the use of micromagnetic simulations specially for
large samples is computationally costly and time consuming, as the
numerical solution for the magnetic configuration needs to be de-
termined both spatially and temporally.

Alternatively, simpler models may be extracted from the LLG

equation to analyze the motion of specific topological defects of in-
terest, such as vortices and DWs [8–17]. The simplified nature of these
collective coordinate models (CCMs) is due to the introduction of an
ansatz which characterizes the structure of the spin texture of interest.
In 1972, Slonczewski used a Lagrangian approach to propose a CCM for
analyzing DW motion in perpendicularly magnetized materials (the

−q ϕ model) [8]. This model relates the DW position (q), and the DW’s
supposedly uniform magnetization (ϕ) to the different interactions af-
fecting the system. Thiaville and Nakatani later extended the −q ϕ
model to in-plane systems and introduced the DW width parameter (Δ)
as an additional time varying coordinate, leading to the − −q ϕ Δ model
[13]. However, their findings showed that the evolution of Δ has
minimal effect on the dynamics and could be neglected. Due to interest
in current-driven DW motion at the time, the spin-transfer torque (STT)
mechanism was also implemented as part of these newer models
[11,12].

Recent studies on DW motion have focused on perpendicular mag-
netic anisotropy (PMA) heterostructures in which ultrathin
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ferromagnets are sandwiched between a heavy metal layer and an oxide
(HM FM Ox/ / ). In these structures, spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and
broken inversion symmetry (BIC) modify the static structure of the DW
and contribute to DW motion [18–22]. Specifically, the Dzyaloshinski-
Moriya interaction (DMI) present in these systems stabilizes Néel DW
structures of specific chirality. SOC has also been linked to enhanced
current induced DW motion, with the spin Hall effect (SHE) suggested
as the dominant mechanism for this observation [22]. Moving DWs
tend to tilt in the plane of the sample in these systems, with the − −q ϕ χ
model (where χ denotes the DW tilting) developed to describe DW
motion in these systems [14].

The efficiency of DW motion depends on the internal magnetic
structure of the DW. As such, applied fields in-plane of the sample can
be used to control DW chirality, enhancing the efficiency of current-
driven DW motion [14,17,23–29]. While micromagnetic simulations of
this problem are in agreement with experiments, conventional CCMs
(such as the −q ϕ and − −q ϕ χ models) fail to reproduce the micro-
magnetic results [17,24].

Despite this shortcoming, equations derived from the − −q ϕ χ model
are used in two of the most prominent methods of assessing the strength
of the DMI, both of which rely on the manipulation of DW dynamics
under in-plane magnetic fields. In the first and most common method,
magnetic bubbles are expanded in the thin film of interest under the
application of in-plane and out-of-plane fields in the creep regime
[30,31]. This method assumes that the points with significant Néel
character are located on the axis of the applied in-plane field, and the
DMI field is assumed to be equal to the in-plane field which reverses the
chirality of the DW. A second method of assessing DMI strength uses a
critical longitudinal field which can be identified in current-driven DW
motion in nanowires with DMI; at the critical point the DW is locked in
place irrespective of applied current, and the value of the longitudinal
field at that point is related to the DMI strength [17]. While most ex-
perimentalists rely on the − −q ϕ χ model in DMI strength measurements
using the methods above, as mentioned previously, these models seem
to not be accurate as they cannot reproduce the micromagnetic results.
This calls for improvements in collective coordinate modeling of DW
motion, both to reproduce micromagnetic results and to help in the
assessment of DMI strength in material stacks.

In our previous work [17], we developed an extended collective
coordinate model which better reproduced micromagnetic results in the
case of current-driven DW motion in PMA systems with strong DMI
under the application of in-plane fields. This model was developed
based on the Bloch profile and had four collective coordinates
(q ϕ χ, , , Δ). The increased accuracy of the model was attributed to the
inclusion of an approximation of canting in the domains as an addi-
tional parameter in the CCM. Canting in the domains arises from the
application of in-plane fields to the system, and was included in the
limits of integration when deriving the CCM.

In this paper, we present a new extended set of CCMs based on an
inherently canted ansatz to describe DW motion in PMA systems with
DMI. We compare this model in mathematical form to past models
present in the literature [8,13,14,17]. The models presented in this
work are used to study two material stacks, which differ in the strength
of DMI and uniaxial anisotropy. Specifically, we find that while our past
studies showed that only a four coordinate model can correctly predict
the characteristic shape of the DW velocity curve [17], our new canted
models maintains higher accuracy when only two coordinates, namely
the DW position (q) and magnetization angle (ϕ) are used. This high-
lights the rigidity of the DW during motion, and the fact that canting in
the domains plays an important role in magnetic DW motion under in-
plane fields. We also found that the anisotropy of the system plays an
important role in the applicability of the models, with minimal differ-
ence observed between the different models in systems with high ani-
sotropy (which corresponds to low canting and narrower DWs).

We also showcase in detail the impact of in-plane fields on field- and
current-driven DW motion, identifying critical in-plane fields which

lead to effects such as no tilting, no movement or a Bloch DW structure
in DW dynamics. Analytical solutions are proposed based on the CCMs
for these critical points that shed some light on the physics involved,
and show how these points could help in measuring the strength of
various interactions in experiments.

2. Methods

2.1. Systems under study

In this work, we study two 2.8 μm long, 160m wide nanowires with
the magnetic properties listed in Table 1 and a 0.6 nm thickness for the
ferromagnetic layer. These samples were selected as they both have
DMI and PMA; however, the DMI strength of the Pt CoFe MgO/ / sample
is twice that of the Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / sample, while its PMA con-
stant is 1/3 that of the later sample. This helps us better understand the
impact of these two parameters on the structure and dynamics of DWs.

2.2. Micromagnetic simulations

To understand the magnetization dynamics in these samples, we
conducted micromagnetic simulations using Mumax3 [33] which nu-
merically solves the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation. A micro-
magnetic cell size of 1 nm × 1 nm × 0.6 nm was used for all micro-
magnetic simulations.

As we are interested in magnetic DW dynamics under applied fields
and currents in a perpendicularly magnetized heterostructure, the DMI
[34–36], spin-orbit torques (SOTs) [37–39], and the spin transfer
torque (STT) mechanism [12,40] were included in addition to the tra-
ditional interactions included in the effective field (exchange, aniso-
tropy, magnetostatics, and the Zeeman energy). With these terms, the
LLG will take the following form:
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FL SOT

field like SOT

SL SOT

Slonczewski like SOT

(1)

with HFL denoting the field-like components of the spin-orbit torques,
HSL denoting the Slonczewski-like component of the spin-orbit torques,

Table 1
Material parameters of the two systems studied in this work. The DMI strength
of the Pt CoFe MgO/ / sample is twice that of the Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / sample,
while its PMA constant is 1/3 that of the later sample. This difference in ma-
terial properties helps better understand their effects on DW dynamics.

Pt CoFe MgO/ / [27] Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / [32]

Saturation magnetization Ms 700 837
(kA/m)

Exchange constant A 10 10
(pJ/m)

Uniaxial perpendicular
anisotropy

0.48 1.310

constant Ku (MJ/m3)

DW width parameter (nm) 7.2 3.39

∼
−

Δ A
Ku μ Ms0

2 / 2

Gilbert damping α 0.3 0.15
SHE angle θSH 0.07 0.07 (assumed)
DMI strength D −1.2 0.6
(mJ/m2)
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̂ ̂̂= ×u J nSOT is the direction of spin current where ̂J is the direction of
current flow in the heavy metal layer and ̂n is the interface normal. In

this equation β is the nonadiabaticity coefficient and → =
→

u J Pgμ
eM2

b
s
denotes

the velocity of the electrons under a current density of J and polar-
ization rate of P. The effective field is linked with the internal energy of
the system through

⎯→⎯
= ⎯→⎯H

μ M
δ
δ m

1 Ω
eff

s0

The internal energy density of the magnetic system (Ω) can be
calculated using:
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While the LLG equation can grasp the intricate details of the dynamics,
the fact that magnetization has to be determined spatially and tempo-
rally at every point within the system translates to long computation
times, limiting the usefulness of this description for fast calculations.

2.3. Collective coordinate modeling

To better understand the underlying physics observed in the motion
of DWs under in-plane fields in these materials, we developed extended
collective coordinate models (CCMs) using the Euler-Lagrange equation
based on the Lagrangian and dissipation functions presented in the
literature [14,17].

2.3.1. Collective coordinates
Based on micromagnetic simulations, experimental observations

and previous work [8,13,14], we selected four time dependent collec-
tive coordinates to describe the collective behavior of the DW:

1. The position of the center of the DW (q);
2. Magnetization angle at the center of the DW (assumed to be

homogeneous) (ϕ);
3. The DW width parameter (Δ);
4. The geometric tilt angle of the DW (χ ).

Using these collective coordinates, the DW is modeled as a thin line
with four degrees of freedom, as defined in Fig. 1a. As long as the DW
maintains its shape, this description is valid.

2.3.2. Characterizing the DW structure
The collective coordinates need to be linked with spherical co-

ordinates of the magnetization (Fig. 1b) in order to write the La-
grangian and dissipation functions in terms of these coordinates. Based

on energy minimization in the static system, the following two profiles
may be derived to connect the two coordinate systems and introduce
the DW in our models:

1. Ansatz 1 (tilted Bloch profile [14]): = Ztan exp( )θ
2

2. Ansatz 2 (inherently canted profile, a continuous version of an an-
satz previously used in the literature [41–44]):

=+ +( )tan θ θ Z θ
θ2

exp( ) sin
cos

c c
c

.

with = − +Z x q χ y χ
p

( )cos sin
Δw

.The parameter = ±p 1w is used to adjust for
up-down vs down-up DWs. In both cases, we also assume that magne-
tization is constant along the DW, hence =ψ r t ϕ t( , ) ( ).

The difference between the two ansatzes is that ansatz 2 takes into
account the canting in the domains due to the application of in-plane
fields in the profile itself, a feature which was observed to play an
important role in DW motion under in-plane fields [17]. In the presence
of an in-plane field, the magnetization in the domains may be described
in spherical coordinates as = ( )ψ atan H

H
y

x
and

= +

+ + −
θ H psin Sgn( )c i

μ M H ϕ H ϕ

K μ M N ϕ N ϕ N

( cos sin )

2 ( cos sin )
s x y

u s x d y d z d

0

0
2 , 2 , 2 ,

where θc is the value of

the canting angle, H pi is the in-plane field and N N N, ,x d y d z d, , , denote the
demagnetizing factors felt by the spins in the domain [17]. This de-
scription may be derived through energy minimization in the domains.
Note that, as we are projecting the 3-D magnetization angle onto a
plane, a sign for the canting angle θc also needs to be included in the
model (in the form of H pSgn( )i ); we defined the angle to be negative for
negative in-plane fields and positive for positive in-plane fields. Com-
parison to cases where this sign was not taken into account later re-
vealed the importance of this convention to improve model accuracy
and continuity. We believe this convention is needed, as the DW will be
wider when fields are applied opposite to the direction of chirality of
the DW.

Fig. 2 shows the accuracy of these ansatzes in predicting the static
structure of the DWs compared to micromagnetic simulations (μm). We
know from past studies that the θ component of magnetization does not
change significantly under dynamic conditions; as such the DW can be
assumed to maintain the same structure during motion. According to
Fig. 2, under the same in-plane field the domains in the
Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / show lower canting (about °10 in this case),
which can be attributed to the higher uniaxial anisotropy of this system.
We can deduce from this observation that canting will have a much
lower impact on DW motion in this material, and the models including
canting will not differ dramatically from those without canting. In
contrast, in the Pt CoFe MgO/ / sample (Fig. 2a) the lower anisotropy
leads to high canting in the domains (about °40 in this case). In addi-
tion, similar simulations showed that the DW width parameter changes
more dramatically in the Pt CoFe MgO/ / compared to
Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / due to the differences in the uniaxial anisotropy
of the two systems.

Fig. 1. Coordinate systems used in this work. (a) The collective coordinates used to describe the DW. (b) The spherical coordinates describing the magnetization at
every point in the system.
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Overall, these simulations show that systems with very high aniso-
tropies are less affected by in-plane fields, and effects such as canting
and DW width change due to the application of in-plane fields will have
a smaller impact on the structure of the DWs in these systems.

2.3.3. Dynamic modeling
In order to evaluate DW dynamics using the collective coordinates,

we need to rewrite the energy terms using these coordinates and the
properties of the ansatz. The energy and dissipation function then need
to be integrated along the length and width of the wire, and plugged
into the Euler-Lagrange equation. This process will result in four
equations:

+ = − −

+
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p
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βI u
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where = + − + − −K K N ϕ χ N ϕ χ N[ cos ( ) sin ( ) ]u
μ M

x y z2
2 2s0

2
and N N,x y and

Nz are the demagnetizing factors of the DW assumed to be of ellipsoidal
form [45]. For the cases of interest in this paper, we assumed that the
spin Hall effect gives rise to a Slonczewski-like field (meaning ∼H 0FL ).
The strength of the SHE fields can be calculated using =HSL

θ J
μ eM t
ℏ

2
SHE

s f0
where tf is the thickness of the ferromagnetic layer [39].

Note that Eqs. (3)–(6) may be used as part of two, three or four
coordinate models, meaning:

1. Assuming =χ 0 and a fixed Δ leads to a two coordinate model si-
milar to the −q ϕ model [8] with Eqs. (3) and (4) describing the
dynamics.

2. Assuming =χ 0 leads to a three coordinate model similar to the
− −q ϕ Δ model [13] with Eqs. (3)–(5) describing the dynamics.

3. Assuming a fixed Δ leads to a three coordinate model similar to the
− −q ϕ χ model [14] with Eqs. (3), (4), and (6) describing the dy-
namics.

4. Without any assumptions for the parameters, we have a four co-
ordinate model.

As such, with each ansatz a set or class of models is really devel-
oped. For simplicity, in this paper whenever the coordinates involved
are not mentioned in the model name, we are discussing a property that
applied to all models in the set.

In the equations above, Iis are integration constants which depend
on the ansatz used and relate to the amount of canting in the domains.
Three classes of models can be derived:

1. Integrating ansatz 1 from 0 to π : This model does not take into
account the canting in the domains, and was presented in one of our
previous works [16].

2. Integrating ansatz 1 from θc to −π θc: This model approximates the
effect of the canting in the domains and was presented in our past
work [17].

3. Integrating ansatz 2 from θc to −π θc: We expect this model to be the
most accurate, as it takes into account the effect of canting not just
in the domains but also on the DW structure.

Table 2 summarizes the value of the Iis for the three different groups
of models. For model set 2, the closed form of the I7 parameter is:

Fig. 2. Comparison between micromagnetic simulations and the ansatzes used to model the DW structure under =B 325 mTx and static conditions for (a)
Pt CoFe MgO/ / , and (b) Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / . The magnetization angle =θ acos m( )z was calculated in the middle of the wire.

Table 2
Summary of model parameters derived from integration (taking into account
the effects of canting and the ansatz used) for the three different model sets.
Model set 1 is the model based on the Bloch profile without canting, model set 2
is also based on the Bloch profile but takes into account canting in the domains
through the canting angle in the domains (θc), and model set 3 is based on an
inherently canted ansatz.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

I1 1 θcos c − −π θ θ1 ( /2 )tanc c
I2 1 1 θcos c
I3 π/2 −π θ/2 c −π θ/2 c
I4 1 θcos c + −θ π θ θ θcos ( /2 )sin cosc c c c2

I5 1 θcos c θcos c
I6 π/2 −π θ/2 c −π θ/2 c
I7 π /62 Eq. (7) Eq. (8)
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where Li2 is the polylogarithm function of order 2.
A closed form for I7 could not be derived for model set 3. Instead,

the integral was numerically solved and fitted to the following poly-
nomial function ( = = × −R 1, RMSE 3.82 102 4)

= − − +I θ θ θ0.568 0.4232 1.47 1.649c c c7
3 2 (8)

The mathematical form of the Iis reveal the differences between the
model sets. Fig. 3 visually depicts the differences between these para-
meters. While both model sets 2 and 3 reproduce the Ii parameters for
model set 1 in the limit =θ 0c (except for I7 which is different de-
pending on the ansatz), there is considerable difference between the
models for the behavior of parameters I I I, ,1 4 5 and I6 for non-zero
canting angles. Not only the parameters for model sets 2 and 3 do not
predict the same value for the same amount of canting, but also their
behavior as a function of the canting angle is considerably different for
negative canting angles. These differences are key to the different be-
havior predicted by the different model sets.

It should also be noted that with ansatz 2, a few terms (which
generated complex number solutions) were neglected in the integration
of some of these parameters. Specifically, parameter I4 had the addi-
tional term − − θ θln( sin cos )θ

c c
sin

2
c2

, and parameter I6 had the additional

term + − θ θln( sin cos )tanθ
c c2

c .
Finally, we should note an interesting feature in Eqs. (3)–(6); the

ansatz used does not affect the functional form of the model in terms of
the collective coordinates. Instead, the effect of the ansatz (including
canting) is taken into account in the Ii parameters which modulate the
strength of the different terms. This is true irrespective of the ansatz
used, and can help in extending these models to other Dw structures in
the future.

2.4. Validity of the CCMs

To assess the accuracy of the collective coordinate models, we in-
itially applied them to a case of current-driven DW motion in
Pt CoFe MgO/ / under a current density of =J 0.1 TA/mx

2 (the same case
studied in reference [17]), and field-driven DW motion in
Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / under an applied field of =B 10 mTz , as outlined
in Fig. 4.

In the Pt CoFe MgO/ / sample, models with inherent canting (model
set 3) show superior capability in replicating the micromagnetic results,
and require a lower number of degrees of freedom for accurate pre-
dictions (only q and ϕ) as highlighted in Fig. 4b. This shows the im-
portance of including canting in the domains when studying samples
with lower anisotropy under in-plane fields. As the most accurate
models with canting is the −q ϕ form of model 3, the profile used to
approximate the DW seems to be more important than adding addi-
tional collective coordinates.

In the Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / sample (which has stronger anisotropy
and lower DMI, corresponding to smaller canting and tilting), according

to Fig. 4(c) we see that the DW tilting has minimal effect on accuracy of
the models, while DW width plays an important role in these narrower
DWs. We verified this in other models as well, observing that in this
case models without canting are better suited to reproduce micro-
magnetic results (Fig. 4d) likely due to the smaller canting. We also
observe that the models are able to predict the starting point and
endpoint of the Walker Breakdown behavior properly, and show the
right qualitative trends.

In summary, it seems that narrower DWs are better modeled by
CCMs that include DW width while for wider DWs this parameter plays
a minor role. In addition, in systems with high anisotropy canting ef-
fects can be neglected. In the next section, we provide a more detailed
analysis of different cases of DW motion under in-plane field using the
models verified here.

3. Results and discussion

Micromagnetic simulations were performed on the two nanowires
outlined in Table 1 with DWs driven by fields or Slonczewski-like spin-
orbit torques under the applications of longitudinal (Bx) and transverse
(By) magnetic fields. To interpret the results of the micromagnetic si-
mulations, we used the four time dependent collective coordinates
identified earlier.

It is well-known from micromagnetic studies that the motion of the
DW reaches steady state conditions after a period of transient behavior,
which we also verified for our systems. In our simulations, steady state
conditions were reached after about ns2.5 in most cases, with

∼ ∼ ∼ϕ χ̇ ̇ Δ̇ 0. While we found the evolution of the micromagnetic
model to not exactly match the CCMs, a steady state condition was
identified in the CCMs as well. In CCMs without the tilting of the DW, a
steady state condition was observed with ∼ ∼ϕ ̇ Δ̇ 0, while in tilted
models we found only ∼Δ̇ 0 (although in many cases ∼ <ϕ χ̇ ̇ 1). In
steady state conditions, the collective coordinate models may be sim-
plified to better understand the critical points which can be identified in
the micromagnetic simulations. In this section we use a ∗ to denote
steady state values of the collective coordinate.

In the next subsections, we will show which CCMs were able to
better predict the micromagnetic results for different combinations of
in-plane fields and drive interactions, and use these models to highlight
features or critical points in the dynamics of the DW. By better pre-
dicting the micromagnetic results, we mean reproducing the results
with the lowest error over a wider range of fields. Note that the range of
in-plane field values over which different collective coordinate models
can be solved with a convergent solution is different for different ma-
terials and drive-conditions; we only show cases where a solution could
be calculated.

3.1. General observations

We identified several general features in the simulations. First, as
outlined in our previous work [17], one notes that domains under large
in-plane fields can no longer be assumed to be fully perpendicularly
magnetized, but clearly show some canting of the magnetization into
the plane of the sample. This effect was much smaller in
Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / compared to Pt CoFe MgO/ / , due mainly to the
difference in the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy of the two samples.

Second, in the Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / sample we observed limited
tilting of the DW (only up to 10 degrees in many cases) which likely is
due to the much lower DMI compared to the Pt CoFe MgO/ / sample. As a
result, we expect the χ coordinate to play a small role in modeling this
system.

Third, we found that DW shape and rigidity (lack of elasticity) are
affected by in-plane fields. As depicted in Fig. 5, depending on the
combination of drive interaction and in-plane fields, the DWmight have
a rigid line shape, or a curved shape (either S-shaped or an arch of a
circle). With large in-plane fields (longitudinal and transverse), the DW
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might lose its rigidity, and instead extend elastically through the
system. In Pt CoFe MgO/ / system, we found both longitudinal and
transverse fields where the DW starts to elongate instead of moving
rigidly. Thess fields were dependent on the material properties, and also
the driving interaction applied to the system. In the
Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / system, these effects were not observed, likely
due to the high uniaxial anisotropy of the system which helps maintain
the DW shape. However, in this material the DW shape was disrupted
due to other features which will be discussed later.

3.2. Domain wall motion under longitudinal in-plane fields

3.2.1. Field-driven case
The two samples were studied under drive fields of

=B 5 mT, 30 mTz . Longitudinal in-plane fields in the range
= −B mT225x to 325 mT were used for Pt CoFe MgO/ / , while a range of
= −B 500 mTx to 500 mT was used for Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / . The results

of these micromagnetic simulations are presented in Figs. 7 and 8, and
compared to the most accurate collective coordinate models.

Fig. 3. Variation of the Ii parameters of the collective coordinate models with canting angle. The equations corresponding to each parameter may be found in Table 2.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the instantaneous DW velocity predictions in different material systems from micromagnetics and collective coordinate models. (a) and (b)
show DW motion in Pt CoFe MgO/ / sample, with an applied current of =J 0.1 TA/mx

2, while (c) and (d) shows DW motion in Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / under an applied
field of =B 10 mTz . (a) and (b) show that in Pt CoFe MgO/ / with its high DMI and wider DWs, model 3 with two coordinates outperforms all models in terms of
accuracy, highlighting the important role of canting in DW motion. (c) and (d) show that in Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / with its lower DMI (low DW tilting), and narrower
DWs, the DW width is an important parameter. Due to the high anisotropy of the system, canting also plays a minor role in this case and models without canting can
predict DW motion correctly. We also see the prediction of Walker Breakdown in this case, both by the micromagnetic simulations and collective coordinate models.

Fig. 5. Snapshots of different shapes of the DWs observed under a current density of =J 0.1 TA/mx
2 in Pt CoFe MgO/ / after 5 ns. (a) and (b) show a rigidly moving

linear DW, while the DW in (c) and (d) is rather S-shaped.
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Comparing the variation of velocity for the two samples, as depicted
in Figs. 7a and 8a, we see that in both cases the general trend with the
drive field is the same; the velocity and nonlinearity of the curve in-
creases with increasing drive field (Bz), while changing Bx tunes the
velocity to an extent (with the curve having a minimum with respect to
the longitudinal field). The DW velocity predictions are qualitatively in
agreement the behavior observed in experiments [46,47]. However, the
Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / sample shows the additional effect of a sudden
drop in DW velocity for a range of in-plane fields applied. This Walker
Breakdown (WB) like behavior [48] was verified by looking at the
snapshots of the moving DW (depicted in Fig. 6), where we can see local
precession of the magnetization and formation of vertical Bloch lines
arising from the edge that modify the DW structure [32]. This behavior
could be attributed to the higher anisotropy of this material, which
reduces the local field needed to reach WB. Note that this behavior is
local; the DW does not oscillate back and forth as a single object (unlike
an actual WB behaviour during which the DW moves back and fourth
rapidly), but the overall effect of the local precession of magnetization
over time is equivalent to the DW moving back and forth rigidly and
slowing down, which is why the collective coordinate model can re-
plicate this effect to an extent.

In terms of the CCMs, we found models without canting to better
reproduce the results for Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / (where canting and DW
tilting are small). However, in this material the DW width parameter Δ
was important in predicting the DW behavior properly. In Pt CoFe MgO/ /
with its higher canting and tilting of the DW, we found that −q ϕ form of
model 3 (with inherent canting) is better suited in predicting the DW
behavior.

Looking closely at Figs. 7b and 8b, we find a serious flaw in model
set 3; this model set seems to not be able to predict the DW width
correctly, which in turn can affect its outputs. As such, when a two
coordinate form of this model is used, it is able to better predict the DW
motion. This also shows why this model set is not suitable for the
Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / sample where lack of canting and tilting mean Δ
is one of the main variables affecting the DW. Overall, this observation
suggests that the −q ϕ form of model 3 is the most suitable for studying
DW motion in these systems.

A major difference between the two cases can be observed in the
DW’s tilting behavior; while Pt CoFe MgO/ / DWs always maintain a
positive tilting, in the case of Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / negative tilting can
be observed which is likely due to the lower DMI strengths and the
higher applied fields used (see Figs. 7e and 8e). Another notable feature
of the DW behavior could be seen in Fig. 7c where at a specific field

− ∼ϕ χ 0 independent of the drive field, while in Fig. 8c a point could be
observed for which − ∼ϕ χ π

2 . We label these points as critical in-plane
fields which will be discussed in details in later sections.

3.2.2. Current-driven case
Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate the results of micromagnetic simulations for

current-driven DW motion under longitudinal fields. The trends ob-
served in the velocity of current-driven DW motion (Figs. 9a and 10a)
are in general agreement with published experimental results
[27,28,49,50]. A somewhat linear behavior is observed for low long-
itudinal fields, which becomes non-linear as the in-plane field increases.
The non-linearity in behavior also seems to increase with increasing

current. In terms of the CCMs, we saw results similar to the field-driven
case, with models without canting being more suitable for the high
anisotropy system and those with canting more suitable for the low
anisotropy high DMI system.

We also observe a point where the DW velocity is zero in both cases;
the in-plane field at which this happens is another critical point of in-
terest. For the system with lower DMI the nonlinearity in the DW ve-
locity seems to be observable mainly around this point, while in the
system with larger DMI this nonlinear behavior is observed over all in-
plane fields studied. Interestingly, this in-plane field seems to have an
additional feature: the DW will have the same tilting angle χ for dif-
ferent drive interactions ((Figs. 9e and 10e)). In the system with the
higher anisotropy and lower DMI (namely Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / ), we
also observe that at this point − ∼ °ϕ χ 90 (a fully Bloch DW).

One unexpected result was the presence of Walker Breakdown in
our initial current-driven simulations of Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / ; how-
ever, in these cases while a vertical Bloch line is nucleated, it is short-
lived and simulating for longer durations shows that this is just a
transitory effect. One point with such an effect can be observed in
Fig. 10a as an outlier at =B 250 mTx .

In terms of angles, an in-plane field exists for which − ∼ϕ χ 0
(Figs. 9c and 10c); in the Pt CoFe MgO/ / sample we also see a case of

=ϕ 0 (Figs. 9d) which is absent in the Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / sample.
These could be points of interest for further analytical studies.

3.3. Domain wall motion under transverse fields

Figs. 11 and 12 show the results of field-driven DW motion under
the application of transverse fields in the materials under study, while
Figs. 13 and 14 show the results of current-driven DW motion under
transverse fields.

As observed from Figs. 11e, 12e, 13e, and 14e, the DW tilting angle
changes dramatically under transverse fields with a behavior different
compared to what was observed under longitudinal fields. While under
longitudinal fields we only observed positive or negative tilting for a
specific material, under transverse fields we can observe both types of
angles; in a sense the transverse fields could be used to control the
tilting of the DW. Obviously, under these conditions the tilting of the
DW is an important coordinate. Yet we see that the collective co-
ordinate models are accurate in predicting the behavior of the DW, with
and without the tilting included in the models.

In the Pt CoFe MgO/ / sample (Figs. 11c, and 13c), we can identify a
critical transverse fields at which ∼ ∼ϕ χ 0. In the
Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / system (Figs. 12, and 14 panels c, d, and e), we
instead have a point where =χ 0 and =ϕ 180. These points coincide
with when the DW is fully Néel, with the difference in magnetization
being due to the different chirality of the DW in the two systems.

3.4. Analysis of the critical points

In the micromagnetic simulations and collective coordinate results
of Figs. 7–14, we were able to identify several points where the DW
behavior showed features that could be reproduced irrespective of
material properties. These points could be used to derive simplified
forms of the DW dynamic equations.

Fig. 6. Snapshots of the moving DW under different conditions in the Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / sample. The rapid change of magnetization along the DW owing to the
Walker Breakdown can be observed.
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We observed that in several cases (field- and current-driven DW
motion under longitudinal and transverse fields in Pt CoFe MgO/ / , and
field-driven case under transverse fields and field- and current-driven
cases under transverse field for Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / ), an in-plane field
exists for which − ∼ϕ χ 0 or °180 . In addition, under longitudinal fields

this point is independent of the drive interaction. We observed in
Figs. 7–14 that the CCMs can accurately predict the DW behavior at this
point. From a CCM perspective, this is the point where the DW has a
fully Néel like structure. This means the contributions from the DMI and
magnetostatic terms become zero, and we have:

Fig. 7. Instantaneous steady state DW characteristics for field-driven DW motion in Pt CoFe MgO/ / with different out of plane and longitudinal fields applied. Only the
collective coordinate models with highest accuracy in predicting the DW velocity are shown.
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Fig. 8. DW characteristics for field-driven DW motion in Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / with different out of plane and longitudinal fields applied. Only the collective
coordinate models with highest accuracy in predicting the DW velocity are shown. We decided to show the average DW speed in place of the instantaneous velocity of
the DW, due to the walker breakdown behavior; this behavior is observed in panels (b)–(e) for < <B50 mT 300 mTx .
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Fig. 9. Instantaneous steady state DW characteristics for SHE-driven DW motion in Pt CoFe MgO/ / with different currents and longitudinal fields applied. Only the
collective coordinate models with highest accuracy in predicting the DW velocity are shown.
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Fig. 10. Instantaneous steady state DW characteristics for SHE-driven DW motion in Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / with different currents and longitudinal fields applied. We
found that the best models in these cases were two coordinate models. Canting has a minimal effect on the outputs. We also observed Walker Breakdown in these
cases. Only the collective coordinate models with highest accuracy in predicting the DW velocity are shown.
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Fig. 11. Instantaneous steady state DW characteristics for field-driven DW motion in Pt CoFe MgO/ / with different out of plane and transverse fields applied. Only the
collective coordinate models with highest accuracy in predicting the DW velocity are shown.
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Fig. 12. Instantaneous steady state DW characteristics for field-driven DW motion in Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / with different out of plane and transverse fields applied.
Only the collective coordinate models with highest accuracy in predicting the DW velocity are shown.
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Fig. 13. Instantaneous steady state DW characteristics for SHE-driven DW motion in Pt CoFe MgO/ / with different currents and transverse fields applied. Only the
collective coordinate models with highest accuracy in predicting the DW velocity are shown.
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Fig. 14. Instantaneous steady state DW characteristics for SHE-driven DW motion in Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / with different currents and transverse fields applied. Only
the collective coordinate models with highest accuracy in predicting the DW velocity are shown.
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Under the application of transverse fields, the equations become
slightly more simplified, as at the same time =χ 0, which yields:
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Eqs. (9) and (10) are thought-provoking, as they connect measured
properties of the DW (DW velocity and tilting) to parameters arising
from material properties such as the DW width parameter. These
equations can be used to measure specific properties of the DW. Recent
experiments have shown the visualization of DW tilting under experi-
mental conditions [51]. In an experimental setting, first a transverse
field should be identified at which the DW tilting is negligible; in this
condition one may assume based on our results that ∼ ∼ϕ χ 0. Using
field-driven DW motion measurements, Eq. (10) may be used to mea-
sure the DW width parameter, which can in turn help estimate the
exchange constant through =Δ A

K
. In a current-driven case, the same

equation could be used to estimate the SHE angle.
In current-driven DW motion, we identified a longitudinal field for

which DW velocity is zero. In Pt CoFe MgO/ / , this field was about
∼ −B 200 mTx , while in Pt CoFe MgO/ / it was ∼B 200 mTx . We had

shown in our previous work that this field is related to the DMI strength
[17]. Under these conditions, the DW velocity equation simplifies to:
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Looking at Figs. 9 and 10, we also observe that at this in-plane field
ϕ and χ seem to be independent of the drive interaction, and ∼ °ϕ 90 .
Using this assumption, we have:
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Eq. (12) could be used to measure DMI under conditions which the
DW is stationary under applied currents. Plugging observations from
the micromagnetic simulations into a two coordinate form of model 3
(and assuming =J 0.1 TA/m2), we predict a DMI strength of

= −D 1.1 mJ/m2 for Pt CoFe MgO/ / and =D 0.57 mJ/m2 for
Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / , which are very close to the values used in the
micromagnetic simulations.

In the Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / sample, in field-driven DW motion
( =B 30 mTz ), we observed initiation of Walker Breakdown at

=B 50 mTx and cessation of this behavior at =B 325 mTx . This

scenario could be studied using our CCMs. Assuming small tilting for
the DW (which is valid in this case), we can simplify the steady state
equation as:
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where Hw is the conventional Walker Breakdown field [48], and HDMI is
the DMI field. Walker Breakdown happens when the right side of the
equation above is larger than 1 or smaller than −1. While in systems
without DMI, only the drive interaction and the demagnetizing field
played a role in this solution, in a system with DMI and in-plane fields
additional terms are introduced; the relevant strength of these terms
compared to each other determined whether Walker breakdown will
take place or not. Note that magnetocrystalline anisotropy plays a role
in this through the Ii values, as these values depend on θc which in turn
depends on Ku.

Finally, we also observed in-plane fields that led to switching of the
system through the elastic extension of the DW. The threshold for this
switching field seems to relate to the canting angle reaching = °θ 45c at
which point the DW does not maintain a rigid structure as the domains
try to fully align with the external magnetic field. This leads to
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for the longitudinal switching field and
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for transverse fields. These equations are

expected to over-predict the switching field, as they do not take into
account edge effects in the system and the effect of the drive interac-
tion.

For the Pt CoFe MgO/ / system, ≈ ±B 354 mTx s, which is only
−25 50 mT higher than the field at which the system switched in mi-

cromagnetic simulations for positive longitudinal fields. For negative
longitudinal fields, switching could not be observed due to the nu-
cleation of a new DW. The transverse switching field was found to be

≈ ±B 359 mTy s, depending on the width of the system; however, we
observed elongations in the DW prior to reaching such high fields, al-
beit these elongations were seen in conjunction with translational
motion of the DW. The nature of these elongations and their modeling is
beyond the scope of this work, as our CCMs assume the DW is a rigid
object. We did not observe any of these effects for the
Pt Co Ni Co MgO Pt/ / / / / cases; we verified that the switching field for this
sample under both longitudinal and transverse fields is about ± T1.48 ,
well above the in-plane field values studied.

3.5. Selecting the Right CCM

The results of the micromagnetic simulations presented in
Figs. 7–14 highlighted the importance of using the right CCM when
studying different systems.

First, we found that canting in the domains should be included in
the model only if canting in the domains is larger than about 10°;
otherwise its inclusion does not add value to the models and can
overcomplicate the study. Hence, we recommend using the canted
models only when > °θ 10c is expected.

We also found that model set 3 is more applicable without the Δ
degree of freedom, as it does not predict this parameter correctly and
seems to be of a more rigid nature than the Bloch profile. This is un-
derstandable from a modeling perspective, as Δ in a way determines the
transition from DW to domain, and canting impacts the domain’s
structure.

Finally, most of our models are adept at predicting the right tilting
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and magnetization angles at the critical in-plane fields identified. As
such, use of these critical points when trying to identify material
properties from the collective coordinate models is recommended.

Overall, it seems that when studying the velocity of the domain wall
under longitudinal fields, use of the −q ϕ form of model 3 is sufficient,
while under transverse fields or other cases where predicting the DW
tilting is of interest, the − −q ϕ χ form of model 3 or the − − −q ϕ χ Δ form
of model 2 should be used.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we studied DW motion in PMA materials with DMI
under the application of in-plane fields. We showed how the application
of moderate in-plane fields could change the dynamics of domain walls
by adjusting the internal structure of the DW (magnetization and DW
width) along with the tilting of the DW.

A new extended collective coordinate model was introduced taking
into account the effect of canting in the domains and was compared to
other models present in the literature. Canting was found to play an
important role in some systems (depending on their anisotropy), and is
a parameter that needs to be factored in any calculations involving
collective coordinate models under in-plane fields. We observed that a
two coordinate −q ϕ model including the effect of canting through a
canted ansatz would suffice for studying the DW velocity, while a more
complex − − −q ϕ χ Δ model using the Bloch profile should be used when
studying the DW tilting angle is of interest.

Several critical in-plane fields were identified, under which the DW
behaves in a predictable way. These include a case where the DW does
not tilt, a case where the DW velocity becomes zero in current-driven
DW motion, and cases where the intenral structure of the DW is ef-
fectively Néel. We derived analytical descriptions for these cases which
connect material properties to measurable DW features and could be
used in estimating specific features of the materials under study.
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